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Awareness raising on the Council of Europe
Istanbul Convention in the Czech Republic
By piloting the joint methodology developed by the Council of Europe,
WAVE Network and UN Women
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Overall objectives
➢ To support systemic and long-term solutions to the problem of violence against women (VAW)
➢

➢
➢

➢

through ratification and implementation of the Istanbul Convention.
Wider acknowledgement of the problem (mainly on the political level) that will lead to better
support for victims of violence, provision of services in more regions, more specialized police
teams as well as specialized asylum centers for victims seeking safety.
To improve understanding of the role of this international convention as a tool to improve the
current situation - a declaration of political support.
To dispute the opposition’s main argument against the IC ratification - the claim that no
international convention is needed because our existing legislation is perfectly sufficient.
To present specific legislative and systemic problems and loopholes (such as the inadequate
definition of rape, secondary victimization, the lack of specifically trained police officers etc.) to
give evidence for the need of a comprehensive change.

Main issues
➢ Lack of information / A survey made by the CVVM institute in October 2019 showed that only 17% of Czech citizens
know what the IC is. The rest either did not know (68%) or gave wrong answers (associating the IC with migration,
political situation in Turkey etc.). Out of those who answered correctly, 89% think that the IC should be ratified.
➢ “Anti-gender” backlash and hoaxes / In general, there has been a strong and long-term backlash against the gender
equality agenda in the Czech Republic. It is deliberately misinterpreted as “foreign propaganda against our
traditional values” and “new totalitarianism”. Sometimes even stronger expressions are used – e.g. “feminist
fascism” or “gender jihad” – with the goal to provoke fear and sense of threat to our freedom and democracy. Such
“anti-gender” efforts have been described, among others, in Social Watch monitoring reports (www.socialwatch.cz).
Marginalization of the gender equality agenda is even worsened by recent dramatic cuts of funding for gender
projects in the state budget.
➢ Church and “traditional values” campaigns / Representatives of the Roman Catholic Church including Monsignor
Petr Piťha have been spreading fake news and dangerous information about the IC. The CWL responded by filing a
legal complaint against Piťha for scaremongering. Some church representatives also initiated a petition and
campaign against the IC ratification making use of hoaxes and myths.
➢ Media response / The mainstream media image of the IC seems to be affected by all above-mentioned problems we can come across a combination of nescience, anti-equality discourse, fake news and ultraconservative
propaganda.
➢ Sexualized violence and harassment cases / The Czech mainstream media tend to be rather reserved to the #MeToo
campaign and similar initiatives. However, in 2021, several serious cases were reported and massively discussed in

Specific objectives
➢ To continue raising public awareness – main outcomes are more balanced media outcomes,

➢
➢

➢

more events and debates about VAW mentioning our initiative.
To ensure political support – an expected outcome is for political parties to acknowledge the
problem of VAW and declare their political support to address it.
To build on collaboration with our member organizations (providers of services to the victims of
violence) and the Genderman initiative (man supporting the issue) – group discussions and
cooperation within the campaign, and also a big online conference will be organized where all the
relevant stakeholders will be invited for discussion.
To cooperate with the Voice against Violence coalition and our supporters on the legal change of
rape law – raising awareness in society, linking political parties to the subject to find the political
support in the next election period, and drafting new legislation.

Project outputs

In numbers
36 Activities
20
2
3
9
2

Advocacy activities
Public events
Publications, policy papers
Coalition meetings and evaluations
Press release and application to the TV

1
Campaign Voice against Violence

21 Media outputs
9 In favour
3 Neutral
9 Negative

1

International Conference “Together against
VAW”

Target groups
28
200
81

Members of Parliament directly involved

10

Targeted Members of Parliament

NGO representatives

Targeted Members of Senate

14

State administration
representatives

1

1100+
Public

3

OECD and OBSE
representatives

TRIAD Advertising Agency
setting our campaign

Media outputs
During the project, media coverage on the VAW agenda was monitored. The
media outputs mentioning CWL were classified based on their tone.

Before the project: 20% positive
articles when mentioning CWL

During the project: 43 % positive
articles when mentioning CWL

Used Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy paper/factsheet, stories of victims - a set of key messages spreading positive
narratives on the IC, website www.hlastprotinasili.cz
Publishing Shadow report on the state of gender equality in the Czech Republic in years
2016-2020
Infographics for Instagram and call to action - online postcard to be sent to the decision
makers
Using video spots to demonstrate the severity of the problem: Reject violence and respect
women when they talk about it. Support the Istanbul Convention!; Voice against Violence
spots
Press release regarding the political parties' pre-election attitudes to the change of defining
of Rape law
Collaboration within the Voice against Violence coalition - with Amnesty International
Prague and Konsent - on the change of the Rape law and political support for the agenda of
sexualized and domestic violence
Co-operation with the member´s organizations of CWL - working group - Public conference

Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the WAVE methodology and highlight the benefits of the Istanbul Convention (4P)
Research all facts and system gaps at your national level to explain why we need the IC
Choose 2-3 messages phrased in simple terms and form the basic framework of the communications
Support them with statistics at the national level
Use stories of VAW from your country to demonstrate the problem
Prepare policy papers and infographics for your campaign
Appeal to people’s emotions - use video spots to demonstrate the problem
Work with allies - build a national platform of organizations supported by strong alliances and
communicate together
Make a brand for your coalition / campaign
Use your brand for crowdfunding and fundraising
Design a short term communication and advocacy strategy - bear in mind the timeline, resources and
capacities - choose tools from the WAVE methodology according to your aims
Monitor your campaign activities, media outputs and events, and evaluate the effectiveness of your
strategy
Collaborate with media and experts on campaigns (advertising and marketing agencies)

Project outcomes

Project advocacy outcomes
A formal proposal for the
establishment of a Gender
Equality Commission submitted
to senators.

Istanbul Convention
Promotion materials of the ratification of IC
ready for our advocacy work - the policy
paper & the story of a victim.

Support to the newly approved Strategy for
Gender Equality for Years 2021-2030, mainly in
its recommendation for the government to start
the ratification process of the IC by June 2022.
Cooperation with senators in
advocacy activities arising from the
Senate Commission - 2 senators
actively supporting ratification of the
IC in the Senate.

Partnership with the Genderman initiative:
participation of 3 Gendermen at the round table in
the Senate, plus 14 senators who have acted in line
with Gendermen's values in the past.

Establishing new collaboration with the OECD representatives
within the project focusing on strengthening gender expertise in
the Czech government administration.

Roundtable discussion
A round table in the Senate entitled “Let us
reject violence against women” was held
under the auspices of Senator Václav Láska. It
was organized by the Open Society, o.p.s. in
cooperation with the Czech Women's Lobby.
September 22, 2021 Prague

Project advocacy outcomes
Change of Rape Law

Identification of attitudes of political
parties to the change of rape law.

A press release on the legal change of rape
covering attitudes of political parties standing for
the parliamentary election.

STAN, TOP09, Piráti, ANO, KDU-ČSL - these
political parties have pledged to change the
Rape Law. ODS and ČSSD did not answer. SPD
and KSČM are against it.

The Round Table on the
Change of the Rape Law in
the Parliament on July 13,
2021.

Ensuring better protection for victims of sexual
and domestic violence as part of the coalition
agreement of the government parties for the first
time.

Public events
Performance at the public event
to mark the 10th ANNIVERSARY
OF THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION
Organized by EWL, May 12, 2021

We joined the march against
sexualized and domestic violence
June 4, 2021 in Prague

Director of CWL at UN National Voluntary
Review of Agenda 2030, July 7, 2021
Recommendation: Support the ratification
of Istanbul Convention and promote the
real impact of the convention linked to
sustainable development (SDGs).

Public awareness outcomes
Transfer of good practice
obtained from the presentation
within the project (introductory
workshop) - online postcards
intended for addressing
politicians.
Articles about the IC on
Euroacitve.cz and Aktuálně.cz ongoing cooperation with the
moderator of the Czech
workshop organized by Council of
Europe.

Launch of the public online
campaign on November 25, 2021
(Instagram launch on November
18).
Campaign plan covering social
networks and the website - call to
action.

www.hlasprotinasili.cz

Coalition partners

Pro Bono cooperation

Donors
Council of Europe / 14.932 EUR
Government Council for Gender
Equality / 4.000 EUR
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The Open Society, p. b. c.

CWL

The OS is dedicated to strengthening of civil open
society with focus on the following program areas:
Gender Equality, Right to Information, Roma
Integration, Indebtedness, Police as a Public Service
and Public Space.

An umbrella of 36 organizations that defends the
rights of women in the Czech Republic.

Active since 1999, the OS is experienced in delivering
impactful civil society projects on national, local as
well as international level, both independently and
in various partnerships.

www.otevrenaspolecnost.cz

The mission is to take on real problems women face
and raise them to a political level as well as to
improve the situation of women in society. We are
part of the European Women’s Lobby, an
organization that unites women and gender
associations in Europe and cooperate with European
institutions.

czlobby.cz/en/

